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Introduction

Planning tools and other decision support systems are one answer to the continuous need for
more efficient and economic operations. Key components of the planning tools are quantitative
models, which can both suggest planning decisions and assess their effect.
In this paper we focus on the operational and tactical planning level. Some characteristics of
tool development in this area are:
•

Instead of making a single decision of high economical or other value, the user of
the planning tool is making a lot of small decisions

•

It is not possible to tailor the models for each planning case. The users have to
survive with the general models as they are in each release of the tool

•

The goal is planning software for everyday use – not making a single difficult
decision in a complex setting

The experiences discussed in this paper are derived mainly from the development of the
NPS/10 telecom network-planning tool [1] that was started in 1992. In January 2000, NPS/10
had over 100 active users within Nokia and, as a commercial product, it also has a number of
external users. Although our experiences are from the field of network planning, we think that
several topics of the paper will also be applicable to planning tools in other areas as well.
There are several different sources of quantitative models and algorithms. Operations
research (OR) (e.g. [2]) typically emphasises managerial decision making but provides a lot of
useful tools and techniques with a wider use (e.g. [3], [4]). General computer algorithm
research (e.g. [5]) is less concerned about the application area but focuses more on the speed
and efficiency of the algorithms. Its subset, algorithmic graph-theory (e.g. [6]), is especially
relevant for network planning. Finally, research areas like genetic algorithms (e.g. [7]),
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simulated annealing (e.g. [8]), and other stochastic algorithms have lately opened new
possibilities.
The goal of this paper is to look at the different kinds of models from the practical perspective.
The starting point of our discussion is the user needs. The repeated finding clearly confirmed
by our experiences is that understanding and respecting the users' needs is a key success
factor in software development projects [9]. Another important aspect in a real development
project is the limited development resources. Restricted development time and the number
and competence of the developers do not always allow the best technical solution to be used.
In the next section we focus on user and, partly, the developer needs: the significance of full
optimality, adaptation to changes, usability of the models, and the effect modelling has on tool
development effort and schedule. In chapter 3 we will discuss some of the strengths and
weaknesses of different types of models. Finally, in chapter 4 we try to provide some practical
guidance about how to use the different types of models in a planning tool development
project.

2

What are the needs for the network planning models?

Telecommunication network planning is a complex task. The network sizes are growing, cost
efficiency is increasingly important, and capacity needs are expanding at a very fast pace. To
help the network planners better accomplish their tasks a set of software systems, network
planning tools, are available (e.g. [1], [10], [11], [12]). The tools typically provide interactive
network editing, capacity calculation, traffic estimation, and many other features. Various
algorithms are used to analyse and to plan the networks. The analysis algorithms calculate
numeric measures that characterise the behaviour or capacity needs of a given network. The
planning algorithms, on the other hand, handle the network synthesis by making planning
decisions that affect the network topology or parameters.
1.1

How important is optimality?

Planning is a goal directed activity and thus it is natural to aim for a solution that is optimal.
Since optimality is one of the main criteria in the comparison of algorithms and it is heavily
emphasised in the OR literature, it easily gets too much attention. In practical planning tasks
optimality is seldom necessary, and, in most cases, it is not even possible to find or to define.
Sometimes striving for an optimal solution can even be harmful.
2.1.1

Unclear and unquantifiable goals

The network engineering process starts with a set of requirements or planning goals. Typical
requirements deal with issues like functionality, cost, reliability, maintainability, and
expandability. Often there are case specific additional requirements such as location of the
maintenance personnel, access to the sites, company policies etc.
In practice the requirements are often obscure. Cost is an obvious goal, but it can be rather
complex, especially if the focus is not only on the initial cost but also on the lifetime cost of the
network. The functionality can be defined fairly simply by specifying the traffic that needs to be
carried on the network, but difficulties in estimating the growth and the effect of new services
makes the traffic forecasts very unreliable. Some reliability measures can be calculated if the
failure intervals of different equipment and transmission media are known. However, the
necessary statistical data may not be available for new equipment and assessing the harm
caused by different failures can be complicated.
The other requirements are still harder. Numerical measures for maintainability and
expandability are hard to define. Typically an expert assessment is needed to be able to say
something about the issues
2

The additional, case specific requirements, which often are very important or mandatory, are
hard to model. Furthermore, it frequently happens that requirements change during the
planning process as more information becomes available. The practical way to deal with
unexpected requirements is to rely on the user. This leads to the requirement that the tool and
the models must allow the user to interfere. Hermetic models, which try to automate the whole
planning task, are not very useful.
A common pitfall is to build the models in such a way that only those attributes that are easy to
measure are included. However, there is a risk that an attribute that is easy to quantify (e.g.
equipment cost) gets too much emphasis. Attributes that are harder to calculate (e.g. the
maintenance cost) are left out of the models. Because the limits of the tool tend to limit the
focus of the user's attention, this easily results into a bias towards the "easy" attributes.
2.1.2

Multiple goals

The requirements are often conflicting. For instance, increasing reliability requires investment
to spare capacity, which increases the network cost. Similarly a simple and clear network
structure that facilitates maintenance is seldom the minimum cost network.
A typical approach in optimisation models is to optimise only one criterion, typically cost. The
other goals are considered as constraints.
A simple mechanism is to assign weights to different criteria according to their importance.
However, our experience is that dealing with the weights is difficult for the user. Out of two
plans the expert is able to say which one is better by considering the different objectives of the
planning. It is also possible to say that e.g. the reliability is emphasised too much in a plan.
However, it is extremely difficult to know how much the corresponding weight should be
reduced to get a more balanced plan. For the expert it is easier to think which concrete
modifications should be done to the plan.
The obvious way to evaluate the network plans within the scope of multiple criteria is to rely on
the expertise and judgement of the planner. The network planner is able to estimate and
balance the different aspects and in a flexible way take into account any relevant issues. Of
course doing it well requires a considerable set of skills from the user.
2.1.3

Optimality is typically impossible

Even if we are successful in formulating the planning problem as an optimisation task, its
solution is difficult. Most of the interesting network planning problems are NP-complete [13].
Although a lot of research is available of exact algorithms, which work for small and medium
size problems, the solutions of large scale problems are only approximations.
All models are approximations of reality. Solving the model to optimality does not necessary
mean that the solution is optimal also to the real problem. The model developer makes a lot of
important planning decisions by deciding which aspects to include in the model and which
aspects to leave out.
As a result developing a very accurate model or trying to reach the exact optimum are not very
useful goals. It can even be risky because when a network is optimised very tightly with one
goal, typically money, in mind, it might be expensive to adjust the network to the changing
needs. Rather than aiming at optimal solutions, the planning models should allow the user to
understand the network behaviour and trade-offs better.
2.2

Models should adapt to changes

An important aspect of the models, that has not received much attention, is the adaptation to
changes. Software engineering studies have shown that over half of software development
3

effort is spent on maintenance [14]. When the models are embedded in the software
applications, it is likely that considerable effort is also needed to maintain the models.
2.2.1

Technological changes

The rapid technological development in the telecom sector is bringing new technologies to the
forefront as well as changing the use of existing technologies. New equipment generations
can change the requirements because new equipment can have different technical
constraints.
For instance, a few years ago one of the cellular transmission network planning goals was to
minimise the number of nodes that had more than two links connected to them. Later
equipment generations with different hardware removed the importance of this goal. It
simplified the topology generation because a minimum spanning tree is very close to the
optimum if the branching cost is negligible. Later, when the emphasis shifted towards
increased availability, ring topologies are becoming more important, and minimum spanning
tree algorithms are supplemented with travelling salesman algorithms.
Relatively small technological changes can have very deep impacts on the models. The
models should thus not depend too much on technical details that are subject to change. As
this is not always possible to avoid, a strategy would be to avoid any complex models that
would take a lot of effort to develop and update in case of change. Another approach would be
to try to modularise the models so that this kind of change will affect only a part of the model.
However, this may not work if the solution of the model requires some special application
dependent heuristics. A change in the model, even a modular one, may cause the solution
mechanism not to work anymore.
Yet another approach to keep abreast with the technological development is to use as general
models as possible. With the general models it can be possible to get enough information to
make the critical planning decisions, especially at the initial planning stages. The closer to the
details and actual implementation the planning is heading, the more technology and
equipment specific data is needed. Ideally the detailed data, e.g. equipment properties, could
be defined in a separate input file so that changes could be implemented by just editing the
equipment definition file.
Unfortunately there is another trade-off. Implementing something generic is often much more
difficult than implementing something specific. A general model may have to support a lot of
features that are seldom or never needed in practice. Moreover, the performance of a general
model usually suffers in comparison with a special model. Finally, the use of a general model
may be more difficult since the user has to tailor it to fit the particular case.
2.2.2

Freedom of the planning process

A planning tool and its algorithms support and force the user to follow a certain sequence of
planning steps. The positive side of a fixed process is that the resulting networks are similar in
structure and thus easier to plan and install. Especially for inexperienced planners following a
straightforward planning process is simple.
The potential risk with a very rigid process is that all networks are based on a single planning
philosophy. As [15] points out the initial planning goals and constraints limit the alternatives
that are generated. If the important criteria are included in the initial problem formulation this is
acceptable, but it is important to notice that planning is a learning process where planner's
understanding of the problem, the needs, and the alternatives is constantly changing. Thus the
tools available for the planners should not restrict the planner to a set of predefined solutions
but would allow room for exploration.
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We have observed that the users are good at inventing new ways to use the tools. They have
been able to use models which were intended for completely different purposes to plan new
kind of networks based on different technologies that were not supported by the planning tool.
This is possible if the tool allows the user freedom to combine different elements in a flexible
way.
2.3

Usability of the models

Usability has become an increasingly important factor in software and other products.
Although the models are not directly visible to the user, they indirectly affect the usability.
2.3.1

Understanding the models

The usability and user interface literature frequently speaks about conceptual gaps. A
conceptual gap arises because of some difference between the user’s mental model of the
application and how the application actually works [16], [17]. Their ability to bridge this gap has
been one of the reasons for the success of graphical user-interfaces.
In a similar way there is a conceptual gap between the real world and its mathematical model.
The smaller the gap, the more intuitive is the model to the users and, also, to the developers.
In the end the planner, not the planning tool, is responsible for the validity of the network
plans. To be able to rely on the results, it is important that the user understands how the tool
and models work. Since the users are typically telecommunication experts, complex
mathematical models and algebraic formulations are not very appealing to them [18]. Simple
models as well as straightforward and concrete telecommunication interpretation of the models
are a lot easier for them to understand.
A model that is close to the application domain is also good for the tool developers. For
network problems the algebraic formulations tend to be problematical because they are
constructed explicitly in terms of variables and constraints, while the nodes and arcs are
merely implicit in the way that the constraints are structured [19]. For network problems a more
natural representation is a formulation that explicitly deals with nodes, arcs, and network flows
between nodes.
2.3.2

Solution parameters

An important factor for the ease of use is the number of parameters that have to be tuned for a
model and a solution algorithm to work efficiently. Many algorithms require parameters, like
step size and penalty weights, that are critical for the correct and efficient operation of the
algorithm. To the users finding proper values for this kind of parameters is difficult. Since the
parameters do not have any concrete interpretation in the application domain it is hard for
application area experts to understand why the parameters are needed and what issues
should be considered in setting their values.
The best alternative for the user would be to hide these parameters completely or to develop a
set of pretested parameter value combinations for particular cases. Unfortunately, finding the
proper values can be a difficult task also for the developer. The need for parameter tuning and
the effort needed for it, is thus a factor when considering the suitability of different modelling
alternatives.
2.3.3

Execution speed

Execution speed has a lot of effect on the use of a tool. Operations with fast response times
can be used interactively to perform what-if type of analyses. Also they can be used as
building blocks for more complex algorithms.
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Slower operations are not very suitable for experimental work. Therefore it is important that the
more complex models generate the wanted result immediately or with a few executions at
most.
2.4

Model development speed and effort

There is increasing pressure in all industries to reduce the cost and time required to develop
increasingly sophisticated products. As the models are embedded in a planning tool, the
pressure to reduce the development time applies equally well to the models in the tool.
This has several implications to the modelling tasks. Model development is competing for the
scarce development resources with other activities. Experience within our company has been
that no person can completely be dedicated to model development, but must also participate
on other development activities. Finding developers who can both model the problems and
develop software solutions to them is not easy.
Another implication is that it is not desirable to take big risks in the model development. A fairly
trivial model with moderate accuracy might be preferable over a highly sophisticated one if the
development of the advanced solution is risky. This can be the case with mathematical
programming models which might work well with small test networks but which might be
extremely difficult to solve with bigger, realistic size networks. The ideal way from the risk
management point of view would be the incremental development of models. In this way some
solution would always be available and the development of more advanced models could be
terminated if the pressure to release the product requires it.
Incremental development, which is gaining more and more importance in software engineering
[20], has the additional benefit that it is a good way to refine the needs. The users are not very
good at describing what they need in advance, but they are good at pointing out omissions,
mistakes, and additional needs when they play with a development release of the software.
Incremental development with concrete, working intermediate releases tends to keep the
users interested and motivated, since they can clearly see how their requests are shaping the
software.
Since the user input is very important for modelling, we think that developing the models in an
incremental way is highly useful. First start with a very simple model and then gradually
improve it to handle more and more complex cases. The evolution might lead into a situation
that the model has to be replaced with a new more powerful one but at that stage a lot is
known about the needs so that the selection of the model can be based on well known
requirements. More importantly the simple models may already have been in use in early
releases of the tool and thus they have served a useful purpose.
The ability of the models to adapt to changes is another aspect to reduce the time to market. If
an old model can be reused with small modifications it will save a lot of development time. In
that respect, the reusability of the models is an issue much in the same way as the reuse of
software.
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3

What kind of models to use?

In this section we characterise four different modelling approaches. In practise, the
classification is seldom so clear-cut, often a mixture of the approaches is used. However, in
most tools the dominant modelling approach is relatively easy to recognise.
3.1

Mathematical programming models

The classical mathematical programming approach typically formulates the network-planning
problem as an optimisation model where a given cost function is minimised (maximised) under
a set of constraints. Normally a single model tries to capture many relevant aspects of the
problem. When an optimal solution to the model is found the values of the decision variables
can be used to decide the optimal action to be taken.

Real World
Input values
Mathematical model
• equations
• objective function

Parameters
Algorithm

Optimum

Results

Figure 1 Problem solving with classical mathematical programming
Figure 1 shows an example of the classical mathematical programming approach where a
single relatively large model is the core of the tool. The rest of the functionality (e.g. data input,
parameterisation, model generation, and display of the results) are built around the model. It
results into a model driven approach where the needs and capabilities of the model define
what functionality the tool is providing.
Examples of the use of mathematical models for telecommunications network design are e.g.
the backbone design problem [21], telecom network configuration [22], and spare capacity
allocation [23].
Ideally mathematical programming is a nice way to approach a problem. The problem is
formulated rigorously. When the model captures the relevant aspects of the problem the
solution will give the best possible course of action. Finding the global optimum can save a lot
since with big investments a few percents saving can have a large economic value.
The models arising from network planning problems are typically non-linear, combinatorial,
and NP-complete. Following the ideal steps of an OR study as described in [2] the model
creation is the real work for the OR practitioner while its solution is an easier step especially if
any of the standard OR algorithms can be used. Unfortunately the network planning models
are normally so complex that solving problems of realistic size is hard. As a result the model
formulation and its solution cannot be decoupled. The practitioner has to consider both the
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model and its solution: how to create a model that is a good enough abstraction of the problem
and how to find and implement the right kind of solution heuristic for a given problem.
Finding the right balance between precision and tractability is a key issue in model
development. The model is always an approximation of the real problem and it cannot
represent all relevant aspects of the problem. Some aspects are ignored to keep the model
simpler, other aspects are unquantifiable, and each planning case can have its own set of
unanticipated goals and constraints. Dealing with unquantifiable criteria is problematical since
the models need numeric evaluation functions for different aspects of the problems.
Furthermore, finding the proper balance between the different objectives in a multicriteria
situation is a major difficulty.
Even though the application specific heuristics are an effective way to speed up the solution
time and find solution to problems that otherwise would be intractable, their negative side
effect is that the system can become more vulnerable to changing needs. Technology
changes can lead to small changes in the model formulation. The changes may turn a
carefully tailored and fine-tuned heuristic solution algorithm useless.
Another complication is that the solution heuristics often need parameters (e.g. step size) that
have to be tuned for good performance. In the worst-case these values need to be adjusted for
each new planning case.
The mathematical programming models do not adapt very easily into user interaction. The
user should understand how the model is working and how the parameters can be used to
control the model. This can be quite hard since typical users are application area experts, not
mathematicians. Parameterizing the models, for instance setting the weights for multiple
optimisation criteria, is difficult. Also the speed of the algorithm is important to allow fast
experimentation with different values.
3.2

Stochastic algorithms

The stochastic algorithms, such as simulated annealing [8] and genetic algorithms [7], are an
alternative way to solve optimisation type of problems. They solve the optimisation problems
via the use of random steps, and are, in particular, in discontinuous, ill-shaped search spaces
more likely to find global optima than the classical mathematical programming algorithms.
For example for simulated annealing it can be shown under fairly general conditions that the
global minimum will be eventually visited, and the search process will be confined with high
likelihood to solutions that are globally optimal [24]. On the other hand solving a problem with
simulated annealing is very slow. For problems where there exists accumulated insight and
experience simulated annealing is usually inferior to other local search approaches [24].
Empirical comparison of different types of stochastic algorithms [25] also shows, that the more
application specific heuristics are utilised, the better the results are.
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Real World

Input values
"Black box"
Parameters
Evaluation function

Stochastic Algorithm

Optimum

Results

Figure 2 Problem solving with stochastic algorithms
Figure 2 shows an example of the use of stochastic algorithms to solve a problem. An
attractive aspect of stochastic algorithms is that they can be used without having an algebraic
model of the system behaviour. The system can be treated as a black box as long as there is
an evaluation function available that allows solution candidates to be compared. This makes
them easy to implement, and since they only need the evaluation function they are very
adaptable to changes.
3.3

Functional modelling

Another way to provide planning support is to develop a functional model that defines how the
system behaves. Contrary to mathematical programming models, a functional model (e.g. a
simulation model) does not have an explicit goal; it just models the behaviour of the system in
different circumstances. With the functional model users can try out different alternatives and
analyse the outcomes of different scenarios.

Real World
Input values
Functional model
• objects
• behaviour

Results

Figure 3 Problem solving with the functional modelling
Figure 3 shows an example of the use of functional modelling approach. In the functional
modelling approach the user has a central role. The functional model both records the
9

planning decisions and simulates their effect. The model can be supplemented with a set of
"add-on" type of analysis algorithms of varying complexity that can be used to study different
aspects. By trying out various alternatives and studying their consequences the user should
be able to gain insight to the problem at hand and thus be able to make good decisions, and,
very importantly, potentially come up with new innovative solutions that where not foreseen
when the tool and the models were developed.
The main advantages and disadvantages of the functional modelling approach are to some
extent complementary to the mathematical programming approach. Modelling is usually easier
since the model is only used to simulate the behaviour of the network. The user has more
responsibility since he has to make the planning decisions himself. The model can only show
the consequences of the decisions – not suggest any good solution by itself. Additionally the
user has flexibility in controlling the planning process, to decide the steps from an initial plan to
the final one.
There are several aspects that make developing the functional model easier than a
mathematical programming model. There is no need to specify the objective function, which
avoids the problems with multiple-criteria and unquantifiable objectives. The model can be
represented in a procedural way which, especially when dealing with complex interactions, is
often easier to develop and understand than an algebraic presentation. The object-oriented
techniques, that have been successful in software engineering, are well suited to the
development of the functional model.
According to our experience users find the functional models easy to understand. The
conceptual gap between the real world and the functional model is not very wide. A userfriendly graphical user-interface is another key component to reduce the gap.
3.4

Special purpose algorithms

Special purpose algorithms are intended to solve problems of a particular type. Some of the
algorithms, such as Kruskal's algorithm for the minimum spanning tree [5], are able to find
optimal solutions. Other algorithms, such as algorithms for the travelling salesman problem,
are heuristics that find solutions close to optimal [26].

Real World
Input values
Functional model
• objects
• behaviour

Analysis
algorithm

Results

Synthesis
algorithm

Selection

Figure 4 Problem solving using functional modelling with special purpose algorithms
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The special purpose algorithms are often used together with the functional models (see Figure
4). The functional model represents the data that is manipulated by the algorithms. Since an
algorithm typically handles only one issue, a set of co-operating algorithms are needed. The
role of the algorithms is to act as "tools" that are applied to the data under the control of the
user or under the control of some upper level algorithm.
When controlling the use of the algorithms, the user can select which algorithm to execute,
which subpart of the problem it is applied to, and, potentially, perform some manual
modifications in between. For instance, a travelling salesman type of algorithm can be used to
create a ring topology for the core network region requiring alternative routes for protection,
and a minimum spanning tree type of algorithms can be used to create tree topologies for
each of the connected access regions. The algorithms speed up the planning by taking care of
routine tasks that can be tedious and error-prone. This allows the user to study more
alternatives, understand the behaviour of the network better, and thus develop better plans.
The adverse side of the user centeredness is that the user has to know how to plan networks.
The planning algorithms help the users in computationally straightforward subproblems but
they do not give enough assistance for the more complex network planning tasks. Especially
the inexperienced users appreciate a system that makes more network planning decisions for
them.
Another shortcoming is that the use of a set of algorithms to locally optimise one part of the
network and one criterion at a time obviously does not lead to the global optimum. If the whole
network could be optimised in a single step, the result would most likely be better in terms of
the optimisation function used. However, as discussed earlier, this may not be computationally
possible and the definition of the optimum is not unambiguous.
The special purpose algorithms can also be used as building blocks for more complex
algorithms. For instance the shortest path algorithm that routes the traffic between a single
node pair can be called iteratively for all node pairs to route the traffic in the whole network. A
simple heuristic of ordering the node pairs based on the traffic between them results into a
useful algorithm for traffic routing in a capacity limited network [27]. For this kind of use the
fast execution speed of the algorithm is essential.
Many of the special purpose algorithms are easy to implement. The most common algorithms
are available in textbooks e.g. [5] and algorithm libraries e.g. [28]. Since the algorithms are
often quite general, they are not very vulnerable to changes in network technology and the
same algorithms can be used with minor modifications to solve a set of related problems [27].
Since many of the special purpose algorithms perform straightforward tasks, it is easy for the
user to learn what they are doing and to control their execution.

4

One way to develop a planning tool

Each of the modelling approaches of the previous section has its own merits. In this section
we represent a way to use a mix of different models in the development of a planning tool. We
have found this incremental development approach useful in the development of the Nokia
NPS/10 planning tool [1].
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Graphical
User
Interface

Mathematical programming
Stochastic algorithms
• Network optimization
Planning algorithms
• Planning step automation

Analysis algorithms
• Evaluation and comparison

Functional model
• Manual planning
• Simulation

Figure 5 Model and algorithm layers in a planning tool
One way to look at the role of different kind of models and algorithms is the hierarchy in Figure
5. The foundation is the functional model that allows manual planning and analysis of the
network behaviour. This layer alone would be enough for many planning tasks.
At the second layer the functional model is supplemented with analysis algorithms for more
thorough evaluation of the network performance and with planning algorithms for automating
straightforward planning steps. The analysis algorithms save the planning time by providing
feedback in a condensed form to the user, for example evaluating the cost of the network. The
planning algorithms automate tedious or error prone tasks, for example the traffic routing. The
role of the second layer algorithms is to reduce the need for manual planning and thus speed
up the planning process and reduce errors. This allows more options to be studied.
The optimization models at the third layer generate optimal or close to optimal results. They
supplement the other algorithms of the planning tool and may use some of them as
submodules. Since these models address many aspects of the problem simultaneously they
are, assuming the models are appropriate and they can be solved in a reasonable time, likely
to produce results that are better than those found by human planners.
From the tool development point of view the different layers pose different challenges. The
layers can also be used to structure the development project so that only the most important
layers are implemented in early releases. From our experience the functional model and a
graphical user interface are the only obligatory parts of a planning system. The very first
version of the tool must have these parts to be usable.
These should be supplemented in future releases by simple analysis and planning algorithms.
Simple algorithms are typically good when the benefits and costs are compared. They are
easy to implement and there is not much risk about their success and usefulness.
Mathematical programming models are a more high-risk investment. In many cases their
development requires comparisons of different modelling and solution alternatives. The
existing models in the literature may not be adequate and new kinds of models have to be
developed. The solution times can be too long making the models useless for real size
networks. From the development project point of view it is unfortunate if relatively late, after
the model has been developed and several solution techniques have been tried, it is realised
that the solution is not possible. A look at the development risks suggests that it should be
very carefully considered when the mathematical programming models are worth the
development effort.
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5

Conclusions

Deciding what kind of algorithms and models to use is fundamental for the development and
use of a planning tool. The needs of the users should be considered when making the
selection between different modelling approaches.
Network planning is a complex task. It has multiple goals that are often hard to formulate,
define, or compare with each other. The planning data is not very accurate since it is based on
forecasts with very high error margins. The network technologies are developing on a fast
pace so that generality and easy maintenance of the models are important. The development
speed is often a critical issue, which can be controlled by using as simple models as possible,
developing the models incrementally, and aiming for reuse of the models.
The functional modelling approach with simple and fast algorithms structured around a
network analysis model and a user interface that allows the planner to control the planning
steps and study alternative what-if scenarios seems to be the most straightforward and
promising approach.
The relatively simple special purpose algorithms can effectively augment the functional models
and take care of many routine planning tasks. This speeds up the planning process and allows
more alternatives to be considered.
The mathematical programming models or the use of stochastic algorithms can be feasible
alternatives in cases when the planning problem is stable, when finding a close-to-optimal
result is of high financial or other value, when the planning operation is performed frequently,
or when the users do not have a very high level of expertise.
Understanding the strengths and weaknesses of the different modelling approaches makes it
possible to choose the appropriate approach for different tasks. The selection should not only
be based on the immediate technical needs, but also on a broader view covering the user and
the development project perspectives. A tool can combine different modelling approaches that
can even be different in the different evolution phases of the tool.
The results of this paper are derived from the field of network planning tool development. It
would be interesting to compare how the results of this study apply to other application fields.
Another direction would be to consider tool development issues and study the relationship
between modelling approaches and key development project facets, such as duration, effort,
and risk. Since incremental development seems to be a practical way to develop models,
further studies about models and algorithms that are most suitable for incremental
development and reuse would also be useful.
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